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ELECTRON CORRELATION EFFECTS INNiS2�xSex AND V2O3�J.M. HonigDepartment of Chemistry, Purdue UniversityWest Lafayette, IN 47907-1393, USA(Reeived November 7, 2000)In this artile we disuss two manifestations of eletron orrelation ef-fets, namely the eletrial harateristis and quantum ritial phenomenaobserved in the NiS2�xSex system, and the eletrial properties and orbitalordering e�ets enountered in the V2O3 system. Considerable emphasiswill be plaed on reent developments.PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 71.28.+d, 72.80.Ga1. The NiS2�xSex systemThe NiS2�xSex system represents one of the rare ases for whih it ispossible ompletely to alter the eletroni properties of the ompound by�ne-tuning the anion omposition, in this ase, the S/Se ratio. The endmember NiS2 is a semiondutor (or insulator as temperature T ! 0),whereas NiSe2 is a poor metal. These ompounds an be mixed in all pro-portions without hanging the ubi pyrite struture; the lattie parametervaries linearly with x in aord with Vegard's law. Clearly, at some interme-diate omposition the system must progress from one eletroni state to theother � leading to interesting physial onsequenes. The NiS2�xSex systempresents the additional advantage that the gradation of physial propertiesis ahieved by isoeletroni substitution in the anion sublattie, while leav-ing the ationi sublattie intat and the eletron ount onstant. This isto be ontrasted with almost all omparable systems in whih the alter-ation of eletroni properties is ahieved by aliovalent substitutions of ionsin the ation sublattie: this proess produes ation vaanies, hanges inthe eletron density, and is also generally assoiated with hanges in lattiesymmetry � ompliations that one normally wishes to avoid.� Presented at the XL Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, PolandJune 3�11, 2000. (2857)



2858 J.M. HonigThe physial properties of the NiS2�xSex system as studied by numer-ous workers have been extensively reviewed in a reent artile [1℄ and willnot again be disussed in detail. We thus onentrate on reent studies inwhih the author has partiipated. The relevant eletrial properties aresummarized as skethed below: (i) In the omposition range 0 � x � 0:3the material displays insulating harateristis depited in Fig. 1(a). Fromplots of log � vs 1=T (� is the resistivity, T the temperature) one deduesenergy gaps of a. 220 meV at higher and 660 meV at lower tempera-tures, where the system is in the Paramagneti Insulating (PI) and antedAntiFerromagneti Insulating (AFI) regimes, respetively. The inrease ingap size presumable arises from the Slater mehanism for the prevailinganted AF order. (ii) In the range 0:38 � x � 0:51 the resistivity displaysmetalli harateristis at low T ; this is followed by a very steep rise in �with T , due to the gradual opening of a band gap. Beyond the maximumin � the alloy exhibits semionduting harateristis, with a band gap of220 meV. These properties are skethed in Fig. 1(b); the size of the humpdiminishes with inreasing x. (iii) For x � 0:55 the material is a poor metal,as depited in Fig. 1().The Seebek oe�ients � in these three omposition ranges also displayunusual properties; f. Figs. 1(d), 1(e), 1(f). In regime (i) � is almost exatlyzero at low T , preisely in the range where � rises sharply and inde�nitelywith diminishing temperature; � then passes through a very large maximumat intermediate T and �nally drops o� again. These results go ounter thegeneral rule that the variation of � with T should qualitatively mimi that of� with T . In regime (ii) the size of the maximum is onsiderably suppressed.In regime (iii) � is slightly negative, numerially very small, and linear in T .These latter results are in onformity with standard theories of the Seebekoe�ients of metals [2℄.The above �ndings may be rationalized by the qualitative band stru-ture diagram of Fig. 2. The important features involve the band of primar-ily ationi 3eg harater, with some anioni admixture; this band is rathernarrow and is half-�lled, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In relatively reent theo-retial studies [3℄ involving eletron orrelation e�ets in rystals of in�nitedimensionality it has been established that the Mott�Hubbard piture ofthe Metal�Insulator Transition (MIT) must be modi�ed. In the more reenttheories there is no ollapse of the band gap separating the upper and lowerHubbard subbands when a orrelated eletron system undergoes the MIT.Instead, the density of states (DOS) pattern shifts suh that for the metallistate a entral peak develops in the DOS around the Fermi level "F, at theexpense of states in the two Hubbard subbands. This gives rise to the un-dulating harateristis of the DOS for the eg band skethed in Fig. 2(a). Awide S�Se 3p��4p� band with some ationi admixture is energetially situ-
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Fig. 1. Shemati diagram of the eletrial properties of NiS2�xSex below 300K.Resistivity � vs temperature T for 0 � x � 0:30 (part (a)), 0:38 � x � 0:52 (part(b)), and x > 0:55 (part ()). Seebek oe�ient � vs T for 0 � x � 0:30 (part(d)), 0:38 � x � 0:52 (part (e)), and x > 0:55 (part (f)). Resistivities lie in therange 1�3 k
 m, 1
 m�600
 m, and 0.002�0.02
 m for regimes (i), (ii), and(iii) respetively. Seebek oe�ients peak at 60�120 �V/deg and 10�30 �V degfor regimes (i) and (ii) respetively; they fall in the range �2 to �8�V/deg inregime (iii).ated at slightly lower energies and is ompletely �lled by eletrons at T = 0.This disposition is believed to apply to alloys in regimes (ii) and (iii). As xis redued to below x � 0:3, the 3dg band ontinually narrows beause theorbital overlap diminishes, sine the 3p� orbitals have a muh smaller radialextension than the 4p� orbitals. Below a ertain ritial band width, theentral peak disappears, leaving only the two Hubbard subbands. The lowerportion, 3dg, is ompletely �lled and upper half, 3d�g, empty, as depited inFig. 2(b). This situation is believed to apply to alloys in regime (i).On the basis of Fig. 2(b), NiS2 and NiS2�xSex with x � 0:3 are in-sulators at T = 0. As T is inreased these ompounds beome intrinsisemiondutors through the thermal promotion of harge arriers aross theenergy gap. This rationalizes the exponential deline of � with rising T . Fur-thermore, the Seebek oe�ient of an intrinsi semiondutor is spei�ed
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Fig. 2. Shemati band diagram for the NiS2�xSex system. Shaded areas representoupied energy states. Part (a): Quasimetalli harateristis; Fermi level inter-sets DOS in midgap region. Part (b): Fermi level falls in gap between upper andlower Hubbard subbands. The top edge of the anioni band falls just slightly belowthe top edge of the lower Hubbard subband.by the relation [2℄ � = ��nj�nj+ �p�p�n + �p ; (1)where �n, �p are the partial ondutivities of eletrons and holes and �n; �pare the orresponding Seebek oe�ients. Sine the eg subbands of Fig. 2(b)are very nearly mirror images of eah other, the numerator in Eq. (1) ap-proahes zero; this rationalizes the �nding that � � 0 at low temperatures.With rising T a situation is reahed where arriers from the top of the muhwider p� band at slightly lower energies also begin to be promoted thermallyinto vaant eg levels. This generates an inreasing density of highly mobileholes in the anioni band, ultimately in su�ient numbers to swamp out theontributions of the harge arriers in the eg subbands that are of muh lowermobility. The eletrial resistivity will still be of a thermally ativated type.On the other hand, � will �rst rise after the p� holes beome dominant;rather large values of � are reahed in the initial stage of the resulting quasione-arrier semiondutor at low p� hole densities. With rising T the p�hole density inreases and � drops orrespondingly, as predited by theory[2℄. This rationalizes the observed trend of � with T for regime (i).A new feature emerges for alloys in ategory (ii). As skethed in Fig. 1(b)these ompounds are metalli at low temperature and beome semiondu-tors beyond some ritial temperature T. This feature is rationalized onthe assumption that a gap opens up in the density of states at T.



Eletron Correlation E�ets in : : : 2861A very simple mehanism for explaining the gap feature was �rst ad-vaned by Spaªek and oworkers [4℄; this approah is undoubtedly orretin priniple but perhaps not in detail. One ompares the thermodynamiproperties of essentially loalized (`) harge arriers with those in itiner-ant (i) states. In its simplest form we take the energy of the loalized set,E` = 0, as the zero of energy. The entropy of suh arriers is S` = kB ln 2beause eah eletron an be loalized on a lattie site with spin �up� or�down� (kB is Boltzmann's onstant). The free energy per arrier is thenF = E�TS = �(kB ln 2)T ; F hanges linearly with temperature, as shownin Fig. 3. On the other hand, for a set of interating, itinerant free arrierswe assume the Sommerfeld law Ci = T to apply; here  is related to butdi�erent from the free-eletron value [4℄. One an then determine the en-ergy per partile aording to the expression Ei = R CdT = E0 + (1=2)T 2and the entropy per partile aording to Si = R (C=T )dT = T . The freeenergy is then given by Fi = Ei�TSi = E0� (1=2)T 2; this quantity variesparabolially with T . These parabolas are skethed in Fig. 3 for di�erentvalues of the interept E0. When E0 is negative but numerially large, asfor urve 1, the parabola always lies below the straight line; then Fi < F`at all T , so that the itinerant state is stable. As E0 beomes less negativea situation may arise whereby the parabola (urve 3) intersets the straightline at two points. Then for T < T3` or T > T3u, Fi < F`, but in the rangeT3` < T < T3u; F` < Fi. This orresponds to the ase of reentrant metallibehavior � as in Cr-doped V2O3. For E0 values that are even less negative,as in urve 4, the itinerant state is enountered in the low temperature rangeT < T4, and the loalized on�guration applies for T > T4. This rationalizesregime (ii) for NiS2�xSex, or more generally, for the ase of a material thatis metalli at low temperatures and beomes an insulator at higher temper-atures. Finally, for E0 > 0 one �nds, aording to urve 2, that F` < Fi attemperatures T < T2; the system swithes to the metalli state for T > T2;this is the more ommonly enountered insulator-metal transition.The value of E0 is learly ruial in determining the harateristis ofthe interating eletron system. This quantity is spei�ed by [4℄E0 = ��(�)j�"j+ U� : (2)In the absene of eletron interations, E0 = �j�"j involves the aver-age value of the energy for all eletrons in the ondution band (e.g. fora half-�lled retangular band of width W; �" = �W=4). In the Hubbardapproximation the eletrons are also subjet to an intra-atomi repulsionenergy U when two of them temporarily reside on the same site with pairedspins. Let the probability of double oupation of a given site be �; then+U� is the potential energy of interation per eletron pair. Next, to simu-late the inreasing di�ulty of getting interating mobile eletrons to move



2862 J.M. Honigpast eah other, Spaªek and oworkers [4℄ introdued a band narrowing fa-tor �(�); � and �(�) are spei�ed in terms of U and W by the theory; theirexat form need not onern us here.Eq. (2) shows that E0 is governed by the balane between the kinetienergy ��(�)j�"j that is negative relative to the zero of energy for loalizedarriers, and by the potential energy of interations U� that is positive. Foralloys in ategory (ii) the kineti ontribution evidently slightly outweighsthe potential energy (f. urve 4 of Fig. 3); this explains the qualitativefeatures of Fig. 1(b). As onerns the Seebek oe�ients, the eg bandsin regime (ii) are wider than those of regime (i), so that the disparity inmobility is now smaller than for ase (i); hene, the peak in � is now smallerthan before.

Fig. 3. Free energy urves for loalized (`) and itinerant (i) eletrons in a half-�lled,nondegenerate band. See text for details.Finally, the harateristis of regime (iii) may be explained by notingthat the entral DOS peak of Fig. 2(a) is now su�iently developed so thatthe Fermi level always lies within a narrow band. The material is a poormetal, with eletrial harateristis as shematially depited in Figs. 1()and 1(f). One sees then how the eletrial properties of NiS2�xSex an be�ne tuned by adjustment of x.2. Critial phenomena in eletrial properties of NiS2�xSexWe next turn to another avenue of investigation. This onsists in adjust-ing x so that the alloy is insulating but very lose to the borderline betweeninsulator and metal. The ompound is subsequently rendered slightly metal-li by appliation of hydrostati pressure under onditions where quantumritial �utuations beome manifest. The NiS2�xSex system is thus a goodmedium for studies of ritial phenomena in the eletrial properties of solids:



Eletron Correlation E�ets in : : : 2863spei�ally, the resistivity was measured by Rosenbaum and ollaborators[5℄ as a funtion of temperature T < 1 K at a set of di�erent pressures Pslightly in exess of the ritial pressure P = 1:51; 1:67 kbar (depending onthe exat sample omposition), or as a funtion of pressures P > P at a�xed temperature T = 50 mK. The eluidation of suh properties requiresa digression (neessarily brief and super�ial here) into saling theories; seee.g. Ref. [6,7℄ for a proper and readable disussion of this topi.These are based on the lassi thermodynami priniple of homogene-ity, as illustrated by the volume V of a system ontaining ni moles ofspeies i; V = V (n1; n2; : : : ; ni; : : :). At onstant T and P let the systemnow be altered to ontain �ni moles for eah speies i. Then the volumeobeys the ondition V (�n1; �n2; : : : ; �ni; : : :) = �V (e.g., if the number ofmoles of eah onstituent is doubled the volume doubles). This oneptmust now be generalized. Taking the Gibbs free energy density g as anexample it is supposed that for a system lose to a ritial pressure Pand ritial temperature T; g should depend on the independent variables�p � (P � P)=P and �t � (T � T)=T aording to [6℄g(��t�t; ��p �p) = �g(�t; �p) ; (3)where �p, �t are exponents that must be empirially determined. Eq. (3) isto hold for any arbitrary assignment of �. To make ontat with experimentwe set � = (��t)1=�t ; i.e. ��t = (��t), and di�erentiate g with respet to �p at�xed �t; this generates a molar volume v as follows:��p �g(��t�t; ��p �p)�(��p �p) = ��g(�t; �p)��p ; (4)or v(�t; 1) = (��t)(1��p)=�tv(�1; 1) : (5)Comparison with experimental measurements near �t = 1 on the variation ofv with P ! P then spei�es (1� �p)=�t. A similar (double) di�erentiationproess with respet to �t yields the molar heat apaity C; the orrespondingexponent an be heked against experimental hanges of C with T ! T,so that �p and �t may be obtained separately. The reason for adopting suhproedures is that the use of standard equations of state to determine molarvolumes and other quantities of interest near the ritial point is notoriouslyunreliable.More generally, we adopt the hypothesis that a system near its ritialpoint at T = 0 is subjet to quantum �utuations that dominate its prop-erties. Let K be a variable under study and let K be its ritial value.We haraterize the measurement of K near K by a orrelation length �,that in turn is linked to Æ � jK � Kj , the deviation of an experimental



2864 J.M. Honigvariable K from its ritial value. One adopts the relation � � jÆj�� , so thatas K ! K; � grows inde�nitely.Assoiated with the above is the time sale that governs the approahto ritiality; for, as the orrelations length grows, the time sale for estab-lishing the orrelation throughout the system also inreases. One assumesthat the length and time sales (�) pertaining to ritiality are linked by therelation [7℄ �� (K) = �z ; �(K) = jÆj�� ; (6)where z is alled the dynami saling exponent and �, the orrelation lengthexponent.The basis for adopting a orrelation �length� in the time domain for aquantum system is the following: The partition funtion is spei�ed throughthe relation Z = tr (exp(��H)), where H is the appropriate Hamiltonian,� � 1=kBT , and tr represents the trae operation. Now exp(��H) is rem-inisent of the time development operator exp(�iH�=~) in the Heisenbergrepresentation. One may link these two fators through the introdutionof an imaginary time sale � = �i~� that is in�nite in �length� at T = 0,but whih has an upper limit L� = �i~� for T > 0. The establishmentof ritial length and time sales � and �� is a generi feature of quantumritial phenomena [7℄.Aordingly, for a quantum mehanial operator O of interest we postu-late that near the ritial point (as K ! K), and for T = 0,O(k�; !;K) = �x�O(k� �; !�� ) ; (7)where k�; ! are the momenta (in reiproal spae) and frequeny, respe-tively. The operator on the right now involves dimensionless quantities andis of no diret interest; the e�et of K is subsumed though the introdutionof the orrelation length.For T > 0 we must reall the upper limit L� on �� ; beause � and ��are linked we also deal with an upper limit Lx�=z� on the orrelation length.Aordingly, the saling form for an operator at T > 0 is postulated to beO(k�; !;K; T ) = Lx�=z� O(k�L1=z� ; !L� ; L�=�� ) : (8)Again, the operator on the right involves dimensionless variables and is of nodiret interest. This sets up the framework for our subsequent data analysis.Rosenbaum and ollaborators [5℄ investigated the low temperature resis-tivities � of NiS2�xSex with x = 0:44. Fig. 4 shows that at pressures P wellabove the ritial pressure P = 1:51 kbar, required to maintain this alloy in
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Fig. 4. Resistivity of NiS1:56Se0:44 maintained at low temperatures at pressuresonsiderably above P = 1:51 kbar; note the large T 2 dependene typial of orre-lated eletron systems. Inset shows ondutivity in the range T < 1 K, where therystalline disorder gives rise to the observed � � T 1=2 dependene.the metalli state, � � T 2 in the range 5�14 K; this is onsistent with strongeletron�eletron interations. The inset to this �gure shows that in the verylow T range 50�100 mK and for P � 1:9 kbar, � � T�1=2, onsistent witheletron sattering in the presene of lattie disorder that then dominatesthe eletrial properties. Fig. 5 shows that when the pressure P is allowedto approah P, the ondutivity � � T 0:22, a very unusual value of the ex-ponent. Aording to Eq. (8) (appliable to resistivities) we must link thisexponent to the ratio L�x�=z� � T x�=z (appliable to ondutivities); thus,x�=z = 0:22.

Fig. 5. Dependene of ondutivity on temperature for NiS1:56Se0:44 maintained atpressure just slightly in exess of P; note the T 0:22 temperature dependene.



2866 J.M. HonigIn a seond set of experiments [5℄ these workers measured the variationof � with �p at T = 50 mK. This is su�iently lose to T = 0 to permit useof Eq. (7). With �x� � jÆjx�� � �px�� � �p� and from the data of Fig. 6 onededues that � � �p�; with � = 1:1 � 0:2. Then, aording to the data ofFig. 5, x�=z = �=z� = 0:22 � 0:02, so that z� � 4:6.

Fig. 6. Condutivity of NiS1:56Se0:44 at 50 mK as a funtion of the ratio (P�P)=P.Open and losed irles represent two samples with slightly di�erent P values.To test the overall onsisteny of this approah one notes that the ratioof the measurements �(�p; �t) and �p� should follow the relation��p� � �tx�=z�px�� �  T 1=zp� !x� : (9)On taking logarithms one �nds that a plot of ln(�=�p�) vs ln(T=�pz� ) shouldprodue a universal urve. Indeed, as Fig. 7 shows, the data taken at various�p do ollapse onto a single plot (the slight kink in the graph is not presentlyunderstood). This is proof that the saling proedure outlined above isappliable to the present experimental data.One an separate out z from � by additional ondutivity studies in thenon-ohmi regime. The relevant analysis is based on the use of `", the meanfree path, as the dominant length sale of the experiment near the ritialpoint, with a orresponding time sale `z". The eletroni ontribution to the�eld E is assoiated with the energy hange E = eE`"; by the unertaintypriniple we also posit that �E = ~=�� � `�z" , so that `z+1" � E�1, or`" � E�1=(1+z). One de�nes an e�etive temperature through the relation
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Fig. 7. Collapse of ondutivity data in the ritial range onto a single urve, asspei�ed by Eq. (9).kBTe� = eE`"; this quantity may be found from measurements in the ohmirange. Thus, near the quantum ritial point,Te� � E`" � Ez=(1+z) : (10)A plot of log Te� vs log E should then yield a single urve whose slope isgiven by z=(1 + z). Experiments [5℄ indeed display the predited universal-ity, as shown by the representative data of Fig. 8 for P = 1:56 kbar andfor 0:35 � T � 0:80 K. Similar results were obtained for P = 1:51 and1.70 kbar. From the observed slope one obtains a value of z = 2:7 � 0:35,whene � = 1:7 � 0:25, and x� = 0:64 � 0:13:

Fig. 8. E�etive eletron temperature Te� vs eletri �eld at �p = 0:03. Note mergingof data in the 0.35 to 0.80 K range to a single urve at higher E .



2868 J.M. HonigThese values have been arefully srutinized [8℄ and ompared with rit-ial quantum �utuations observed in other systems. The value � = 1:1 isonsonant with ommonly enountered exponents in related systems, butthe produt z falls outside the generally aepted range. The hypersalingrelation � = (d�2) is not satis�ed and z falls well outside the expeted valueof 0.8 to 1. At present there is no onsensus in the interpretation of theseresults. The value of x� is partiularly puzzling for a system of three dimen-sions. Further investigations into this problem are therefore warranted.In any event, the prinipal aim so far has been to show the great ver-satility of the NiS2�xSex system: by varying x one an ahieve gradationsin eletrial harateristis that probe eletron orrelation e�ets. Further-more, for properly hosen x one an study the harateristis of the systemin the region of quantum ritial phenomena.3. Correlations in the V2O3 systemWe next turn to several manifestations of orrelation phenomena in theV2O3 system.The physial harateristis of V2O3 and its dilute alloys with neighbor-ing transition metal ations have been studied for a long time; the reader isreferred to several reviews [9℄ for bakground reading and for referenes toearlier work. Here we examine reent developments illustrating omplexitiesthat must be faed in aounting for the properties of V2O3.Vanadium sesquioxide has generally been regarded as a model systemfor displaying eletron orrelation e�ets. Several experimental propertiessupport this laim: (i) The eletroni ontribution to the low-temperatureheat apaity of V2O3 � rendered metalli by appliation of hydrostatipressure, or by inorporation of 1�5 at % Ti, or by inorporation of exessoxygen � is exeptionally high in omparison to values for standard metals.(ii) The Pauli paramagneti suseptibility � in this same group of materialslikewise is greatly enhaned over the values assoiated with a free eletrongas. (iii) The eletrial resistivity � of this lass of materials at low tempera-tures T varies as � � T 2; this feature is again harateristi of an interatingeletron gas.Up to now these �ndings were generally interpreted in terms of theBrinkman�Rie (BR) [10℄ theory that deals with interating eletrons o-upying a single nondegenerate band; in light of more reent work thismodel has to be altered, as desribed earlier, in onformity with Ref. [3℄.For present purposes we begin by using the elementary models of Ref. [4℄,summarized earlier, to indiate how eletron orrelations give rise to metalinsulator transitions or to reentrant metalli behavior. This rationalizes [11℄the observed suessive transitions in V2O3 with rising temperature T be-



Eletron Correlation E�ets in : : : 2869tween the antiferromagneti insulating (AFI), Paramagneti Metalli (PM),and Paramagneti Insulating (PI) states [12℄, shown in the phase diagramof Fig. 9. One should note that through Cr doping one moves towardsthe right, whereas by appliation of pressure, Ti doping, or by inreasingV vaanies one moves to the left of the diagram. However, fators otherthan eletron orrelations are also involved in these transitions: �rst, eventhough the PM�PI transformation involves no hange in lattie symmetrythe transition is aompanied by enormous hysteresis e�ets, of the order of50�70 K. This learly shows that even in the simplest of the three transi-tions one should not ignore the role of the lattie. Seond, in the PM�AFItransition most of the observed entropy hange (based on heat apaity mea-surements) an be aounted for by use of the standard �S = R ln(2J + 1)expression. This indiates that magneti ordering plays an important rolein this partiular transformation. A variety of additional mehanisms listedin Ref. [12℄ have also been invoked to explain the various phase transitionsin the V2O3 system, though many of these are probably irrelevant in thepresent ase.

Fig. 9. Phase diagram of the V2O3 system, determined as a funtion of omposition.PM � paramagneti metal, PI � paramagneti insulator, AFI � antiferromag-neti insulator, SDW � spin density wave in an antiferromagneti metal (AFM).Hathed region orresponds to the only phase in whih antiferromagnti orderingof the type shown in Fig. 11(b) is enountered.The phase diagram, Fig. 9, is somewhat misleading, in that one annotsuper�ially equate the e�ets of pressure, of doping with Ti, or of introdu-ing ation defets by use of exess oxygen. This is brought out in Fig. 10,where the eletroni heat apaity  is shown as a funtion of pressure P , or



2870 J.M. Honigas the deviation y in V2�yO3 from perfet stoihiometry [13℄. One sees thatas the pressure is redued towards the ritial value P, below whih V2O3enters the insulating phase, the heat apaity rises inde�nitely, essentiallyin aord with the BR theory:  = 0=(1 � I)2, I � U=U, where 0 is thevalue in the absene of eletron orrelation e�ets, U is the Hubbard one-site Coulomb repulsion energy between two eletrons, and U is its ritialvalue. This should be ontrasted with the e�et of dereasing the degree ofnonstoihiometry y towards its ritial value y that separates the metallifrom the insulating state. In these partiular experiments  is only slightlyredued in value. The di�erene in these properties arises from the fat thatwith redued pressure the band width narrows, thus inreasing U , whereashanges in y re�et alterations in the degree of �lling of the ondution bandof nearly onstant width.

Fig. 10. Eletroni ontribution to the heat apaity as a funtion of applied hy-drostati pressure and ation vaany onentration. The vertial dashed line rep-resents the boundary between the metalli (right) and insulating (left) states.We next draw attention to one more phase shown in Fig. 9. On oolingthe PM phase one enounters near 10 K a transition to an antiferromagnetimetalli (AFM or SDWM) on�guration whose magneti struture was re-ently determined [14℄, as shown in Fig. 11(a): The spins lie in the basalplanes of the orundum struture and form a honeyomb pattern. Whenstaked vertially along the  axis the spins form a left- or right-handed spi-ral pattern with a pith of nearly 3�=2. This arrangement is to be ontrastedwith the very di�erent spin on�guration of Fig. 11(b) for the AFI phase,as determined by Moon [15℄. Here the spins are anted by 71Æ away fromthe  axis; they are arranged ferromagnetially within a given vertial slab,with suessive parallel slabs showing opposite spin orientations.The disussion points up that the AFI arrangement is enountered onlyin the hathed region of the phase diagram of Fig. 9; outside this range the
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Fig. 11. Magneti ordering in the AFM�SDW V2O3 phase (part (a)) and in theAFI phase (part (b)).spin spiral arrangement prevails in the AFM�SDW region, and remnants atthis type of ordering are also enountered both in the PM and in the PIportions of the phase diagram. More preisely, the elasti sharp magnetineutron di�ration peaks entered on (1,0,0.3) and (1,0,2.3) in the AFM(SDW) phase give way to very broad magneti inelasti sattering peaksharaterizing the PM and PI phase. This is best illustrated by referene toFigs. 12 and 13, where various types of di�ration peaks are shown. Fig. 12pertains to di�ration peaks observed for V2O3 whose low temperature state(T < 140 K) is the AFI on�guration; as indiated by the solid irles, theinelasti sattering peaks our at (1=2,1=2,`), with no notieable di�rationintensity along (1,0,`). When V2O3 is heated to 200K where the PM phaseprevails (open irles), the situation is reversed; now the di�ration peaks areenountered along (1,0,`), with no notieable intensity along (1=2,1=2,`). Thusthe system swithes from magneti ordering for the AFI phase to a quitedistintive ordering in the PM phase, reminisent of the ordering in the AFM(SDW) state. A rather similar situation is shown for Fig. 13 displaying datafor V1:94Cr0:06O3, that, on raising the temperature, swithes from the AFIto the PI phase. Thus, the magneti ordering pattern hanges ompletelyon exiting the AFI phase to any of the other phases of the V2O3 system.The intensity patterns for the PM phase have been rationalized on thebasis of the self onsistent renormalization (SCR) theory of Moriya [16℄ in thesmall magneti moment limit. By standard methodology one uses measuredinelasti di�ration peak intensities to obtain the imaginary omponent �00
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Fig. 12. Constant energy sans along (1=2,1=2,`) (upper panel) and (1,0,`) (lowerpanel) in the PM (open irles) and AFI (solid irles) phases of V2O3.

Fig. 13. Constant energy sans along (1=2,1=2,`) (upper panel) and (1,0,`) (lowerpanel) in the PI (open irles) and AFI (solid irles) phases of V1:94Cr0:06O3.



Eletron Correlation E�ets in : : : 2873of the magneti suseptibility. In the relevant SCR sheme this quantity isspei�ed by �00(Q+ q�; !)�Q = 11 + � q��2 ~!A ��2 + q2�(~!)2 + [A (�2 + q2)℄2 ; (11)where A is a temperature-independent parameter, q� is the displaementfrom the antiferromagneti Bragg vetor Q� ; � is the inverse orrelationlength ��1; ~! is the energy transfer, and �Q is the staggered magnetisuseptibility.Representative intensity vs q plots based on Eq. (11) are shown in Fig. 14for ~! = 3 meV at a variety of temperatures, using the data displayed inFig. 15 as input parameters. Note that the maximum value of the intensityat q = 0 remains �nite; no resonanes our. This is a re�etion of theproximity of the system to the ritial quantum �utuation regime.

Fig. 14. Plots of �00 vs q for ~! = 3 meV, as determined aording to Eq. (11),using the data of Fig. 15 as input parameters.



2874 J.M. HonigThe values of the parameters of Eq. (11) for V2O3 are shown in Fig. 15 asa funtion of temperature T . The staggered suseptibility follows the Curie��Weiss law over a onsiderable temperature range. Note that at higher Tthe orrelation length � barely exeeds the interioni distanes in V2O3 andthat � is smaller in the PI than in the PM phase.

Fig. 15. Variation of input parameters �; ��1Q ; A as a funtion of temperature;� = 0:448 Å�1 in the AFM phase.The hange in magneti ordering in passing from the AFI to the variousother phases requires an explanation that goes beyond the one band approx-imation. Two views have reently been advaned. In the model adopted bySawatzky and oworkers [17℄ the two eletrons of the Vd2 ion on�gurationare distributed with omparable probability among the energetially lowerlying a1 state and on one of the doubly degenerate e states. The net spinthen is S = 1 per V atom, as ompared to the experimental magneti mo-ment of 1.2 Bohr magnetons. The workers of Ref. [17℄ justify adoption of thismodel through the omparison of their measured V L2;3 X-ray absorptionintensities, taken with the eletri vetor Ejj and E ? , with di�erenesalulated on applying LDA + U theory to a VO6 luster. If the a1 statewere projeted out, as desribed below, the alulation would disagree withexperiment. Based on their work the authors determined that on averagefor the two eletrons per V atom, the ratios of the e=e vs e=a1 oupany is2 : 1 for the AFI phase, 1 : 1 for the PM phase, and 3 : 2 for the PI phase.



Eletron Correlation E�ets in : : : 2875An alternative treatment of this problem was developed earlier, based onqualitative arguments advaned by Goodenough [18℄ and on a more rigorousassessment by the Ranninger group [19℄ over 20 years ago. In this approahit is reognized that there exist V�V moleular-like units along the  axisof the PI orundum phase. On entering the monolini AFI on�gurationthe internulear axis tilts away from the  axis, and the two V atoms of themoleular unit move slightly apart. In aord with hemial intuition, thetwo eletrons oupying the lowest-lying a1 state on the two paired V atomsare deemed to form a ovalent bond, so that the a1 states may be projetedout. In this view the V�V pairing is the result of hemial bonding ratherthan deriving from the ioni on�guration of the orundum lattie. Theremaining eletron on eah V atom in the lattie then oupies the e state,with a resultant net spin of S = 1=2.Ranninger and oworkers onsidered various alternative on�gurationsfor the remaining e-state eletron that an oupy either of the two degen-erate e states on di�erent V atoms in the same basal plane. This leads tothe possibility of bond ordering. They dedued the spin and orbital order-ings shown in Fig. 16, as representing the lowest energy state. With thea1 � 3z2 � r2 orbital removed from further onsideration there remain thed2 � (x2� y2)+ (xy) and d3 � (xz)+ (yz) orbital states. These in turn anbe ombined into the r = d2 + d3 and s = d2 � d3 on�gurations that arearranged as shown in Fig. 16 as dark and light irles representing V atomsin the ationi sublattie. The arrows represent eletron spin alignments.Experimental evidene in favor of this ordered orbital arrangement derivesfrom resonant X-ray absorption measurements [20℄: X-ray irradiation at awavelength entered on the vanadium atomi absorption band impinges onthe sample and is absorbed by eletrons whose density around the various Vatoms is slightly nonspherial. These weakly allowed transitions are moni-tored as a funtion of the rotation of the sample around an azimuthal angle;the results are then ompared with theoretial preditions. From the overallonordane between theory and experiment the original on�guration ofthe ordered orbitals of Ref. [14℄ was adopted by these workers.As Fig. 16 suggests, the orbital and spin oordinates are very loselyinterlinked; these degrees of freedom must therefore also be losely oupledin the relevant Hamiltonian, as disussed by Kugel' and Khomskii [21℄, andas adapted by Rie [22℄ to the ase of V2O3. On exiting the AFI phasethe orbital ordering is severely perturbed; this leads to the srambling ofthe spin on�guration as well, as disussed by Rie [22℄ and by Bao andoworkers [14℄.At present the issue as to whether the S = 1 or S = 1=2 model is ap-propriate to the ordered magneti insulating phase of V2O3 has not beensettled.
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Fig. 16. Proposed orbital ordering in the AFI phase of V2O3, see Refs. [14,22℄. Thefull and empty irles represent V atoms with assoiated orbitals r and s disussedin the text. The arrows represent eletron spin alignments. The oxygen ions areomitted for larity.In onlusion, we have surveyed the gradual evolution of the simple BRpiture based on onsiderations of one eletron in a nondegenerate bandof V2O3 to a more sophistiated onsideration of two eletrons distributedamong several aessible d-states. No truly satisfatory piture has emergedat the time of writing, but the trend is very lear: theory and experimentmust advane ooperatively to explore the e�ets of degeneray that were leftout of aount in the original assessment, some forty years ago, of eletronorrelation e�ets in the V2O3 system.The author wishes to aknowledge his indebtedness to all his ollabora-tors who aumulated the experimental data and provided the appropriatetheoretial framework. He is partiularly indebted to Prof. G. Sawatzkyand Prof. J. Spaªek for many illuminating disussions; he is grateful for thehospitality aorded him by the Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis. Thiswork was supported on NSF Grant 96-12130-DMR.REFERENCES[1℄ J.M. Honig, J. Spaªek, Chem. Mater. 10, 2910 (1998).[2℄ T.C. Harman, J.M. Honig, Thermoeletri and Thermomagneti E�ets andAppliations, MGraw-Hill, New York 1967, Chaps. 3 and 4.[3℄ W. Metzner, D. Vollhardt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 62, 324 (1989); M. Jarrel, Phys.Rev. Lett. 69, 168 (1992); A. Georges, W. Krauth, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 1240(1992); X.Y. Zhang, M.J. Rozenberg, G. Kotliar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1666(1993); M.J. Rosenberg, G. Kotliar, X.Y. Zhang, Phys. Rev. B49, 10181(1994).
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